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Abstract

This paper investigates the performance of various schemes for restoration of

lightpaths in an optical mesh network. We consider schemes in which backup paths for

links or paths are pro-computed, but wavelength assignment is either pro-computed

(static) or done dynamically upon failure (dynamic). In static restoration we compare

the performance of link and path restoration in terms of capacity requirement and

restoration time. For the dynamic restoration, we consider several dynamic wavelength

reservation schemes such as backward and forward reservation with different portion of

wavelength to be reserved in both directions. Their performance is evaluated in terms of

restoration speed and restorability. Simulation results indicate that path protection

requires less capacity than link protection for 100% restorability, and dynamic resto-

ration with backward wavelength reservation shows better restorability than static

restoration schemes, when the extra capacity is relatively small. Forward wavelength

reservation shows faster restoration speed with lower restorability than the backward

wavelength reservation. In general, the optimal restoration scheme depends on extra

capacity available and restoration time limit.
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1. Introduction

To accommodate the exponential growth of the Internet, transport net-

works based on wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) technology [9] are
increasingly being deployed in carrier networks. A WDM network provides

lightpaths, high-capacity virtual links, to higher layer client networks. Each

lightpath in a WDM optical network may operate at data rates of up to several

gigabits per second. Since WDM networks carry such high volumes of traffic, a

single failure of any of the network components may have severe consequences.

In order to maintain a high level of service availability, carriers and/or

service providers usually over-provision their network with extra capacity to

protect their working components. When a network failure occurs the resto-
ration procedure has to be invoked by a pre-assigned restoration source node

according to a pre-planned restoration mechanism depending on the avail-

ability of network resources and the quality of service requirements. In this

paper restoration and protection are used interchangeably.

In this performance evaluation study, we consider schemes in which backup

paths for links or paths are pre-computed, but wavelength assignment is either

pre-computed (static) or done dynamically upon failure (dynamic). In static

restoration we compare the performance of link and path restoration in terms
of capacity requirement and restoration time. For the dynamic restoration, we

consider several dynamic wavelength reservation schemes such as backward

and forward reservation. Their performance is evaluated in terms of restora-

tion speed and restorability.

Many papers on optical layer restoration have been published in the litera-

ture [1–5,10]. Link-based protection methods and end-to-end path protection

and restoration are described in [2–5]. In [1], the authors propose a distributed

method to do restoration in mesh networks of Optical Cross-Connects. They
assume full wavelength conversion where a lightpath can use a different wave-

length on each link along its path, whereas in our model we assume an optical

network with no wavelength conversion capability. Working and restoration

capacity assignment problems were addressed in [2]. In [7], the authors present

capacity-assignment algorithms and signaling protocols for various restoration

methods and evaluate their performance in terms of capacity efficiency, resto-

ration speed and proportion of connections that can be restored successfully. In

our study, we use the same framework as in [6,7] with more restoration schemes
such as link-based restoration and more dynamic wavelength reservation

methods such as single/partial/full forward wavelength reservation. Some

analysis on restoration time in optical networks is considered in [3] where a

model for the restoration time calculation is presented but the model does not

consider any message queueing delays. In our study as well as in [1,6,7], how-

ever, a significantly more detailed model is used, where a failure situation is

simulated with consideration of possible queueing delays in each node.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss res-

toration strategies with different options for wavelength assignment and res-

ervation in optical WDM networks. Section 3 describes the network

architecture including our basic node-link model. In Section 4, we explain
restoration signaling protocols that are based on recent proposals of Gener-

alized Multi-protocol Label Switching (GMPLS), enhanced with our exten-

sions specifically designed for restoration purposes. In Section 5, we present

simulation results on the performance of various restoration schemes in terms

of capacity requirement, restoration speed and restorability, focusing on the

trade-offs between them. Conclusions are given in Section 6.

2. Protection/restoration strategies

2.1. Protection

There are two major categories for protection schemes. One is path pro-

tection where the restoration processes are done between end-nodes of light-

paths. The other is link protection where the two end-nodes of the failed link

take care of the restoration procedures. Fig. 1 shows an example of each

protection scheme. In path protection, each lightpath affected by the failure is

re-routed on another link disjoint path by the source and destination node of
that lightpath. In link protection, the two nodes adjacent to the failed link re-

route all the failed lightpaths so that the failed link is bypassed, but the original

paths are otherwise unchanged.

End-to-end path protection many take longer time to restore affected traffic

since the failure has to be notified to one or both of two end-nodes. On the

other hand, link protection may require more protection capacity since all

lightpaths are forced to use unaffected portions of their routes. Note that a

Fig. 1. Path and link protection.
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separate backup lightpath may be used to restore each wavelength on the failed

links, in general. When their corresponding primary paths will not be affected

by any single link failure on the network, protection capacity on a link can be

shared by more than one backup paths in all the schemes we consider.

2.2. Wavelength assignment (WA)

In this study, we consider a static traffic pattern in which a set of working

lightpaths is given and routing and wavelength assignment is done off-line. It

is assumed that no node has wavelength conversion capability, which means

that the wavelength continuity constraint applies to every lightpath. We also

assume that the protection paths (for the lightpaths in the case of path pro-

tection, and for the wavelengths in the case of link protection) are also pre-

computed.
However, we consider two different strategies for assigning wavelengths. In

static WA (ST-WA), a wavelength is pre-assigned for the backup paths so that

it is independent of the failed link, whereas in dynamic WA (DY-WA),

wavelengths are assigned to the protection paths dynamically through a dis-

tributed signaling procedure. In the dynamic case, it is possible that one or

more lightpaths fail to be restored due to contention among those lightpaths

simultaneously trying to reserve resources (wavelengths) for their restoration

paths upon a network failure. It is expected that DY-WA will take more time
for restoration due to the extra messages for finding a free wavelength and

reserving it. However DY-WA has the potential for using lower capacity than

ST-WA because it is invoked after the failure. Note that DY-WA makes sense

only for path protection schemes.

2.3. Wavelength reservation in DY-WA

We now present two schemes for a lightpath to find and reserve a wave-

length in DY-WA. These are based on the reservation schemes proposed for

lightpath provisioning in [8] and used for restoration in [6,7]. Upon a failure,

one of the two end nodes of a failed lightpath or failed link is designated as
the source. DY-WA method can be classified as forward reservation (FR) or

backward reservation (BR), depending on the direction of the message that

makes the actual wavelength reservation as it traverses hop by hop. In for-

ward reservation, the available wavelengths are reserved on a forward pass to

the destination in a greedy manner. On the other hand, in backward reser-

vation, the availability of wavelengths along a backup path is determined

using a probe message in a forward pass from the source to the destination,

and the wavelengths are actually reserved on the backward pass from the
destination to the source. Even with backward reservation, there is no
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guarantee for the wavelengths available during the probing period to remain

available until the actual reservation takes place due to the distributed nature

of resource reservation. We assume that all wavelengths used on the links

of the unaffected portions of the primary paths will be released and available
for other backup paths immediately after each node comes to know of the

failure.

3. Network architecture

In our network architecture that is same as the one found in [6,7], each node

of the network includes the units shown in Fig. 2. The message processor,

optical cross-connect (OXC) controller, and message transmitter are repre-
sented as First In First Out (FIFO) queues with deterministic service times. All

of the service times for these queues are set as input parameters to our simu-

lation model since these rates correspond to computing power of CPU,

transmission rate and speed of optical switch, which depend on fast-changing

technology. (More detailed descriptions of service rates are given in Section 5.)

As in [6,7], we assume that the network has an OAM (operation, adminis-

tration, and maintenance) wavelength dedicated for exchanging control mes-

sages for signaling. We also assume that the links are bi-directional, either
consisting of a single fiber carrying light in two directions, or two uni-direc-

tional fibers carrying light in opposite directions. Without loss of generality, we

assume the latter case here.

Fig. 2. Node and link model for restoration signaling.
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Each node keeps a database of the status of wavelengths on (uni-directional)

links outgoing from the node. The message processor of a node processes a

received message based on a pre-defined signaling protocol (see Section 4 for

more details). It has access to information regarding the availability of wave-
lengths on the outgoing links from the node, and it can change their status

when needed. The algorithmic decisions by the message processor are based on

the information available in the message, such as message type and node type

(source/destination/intermediate).

The message processor is connected to the OXC/switch controller, which

controls the node�s switching process to cross-connect the lightpaths. When the

message processor decides that OXC/switch configuration needs to be changed,

it issues a switch re-configuration command to the switch controller. The
switch controller, which has a buffer to store multiple switch re-configuration

commands if needed, implements the commands sequentially or in a batched

way. Similarly, the message processor and message transmitter buffer messages

when they receive new messages while still handling other messages.

4. Restoration signaling: an extension to GMPLS

In order to implement various restoration schemes we propose a simple

extension to one of the signaling protocols of GMPLS, namely, resource res-

ervation protocol-traffic extension (RSVP-TE) [11,12]. RSVP-TE is a signaling

protocol for GMPLS control plane proposed by IETF. In static wavelength

assignment, our extension to RSVP-TE is to add a two-way hand shake be-

tween the end-points of a backup path to make sure that the restoration path is
successfully activated. For dynamic wavelength assignment, however, we add a

probing=reserve message exchange in addition to the hand shaking process.

In ST-WA, the only signaling that is necessary upon link failure is to con-

figure the OXC/switch fabrics on the backup paths. As soon as a source node

notices a failure, it sends out a SET_PATH message to its destination node

along the pre-calculated backup path with the pre-assigned wavelength as in

[6,7]. Every node on the backup path re-configures its OXC appropriately

when it receives the SET_PATH message. Upon completion of an OXC re-
configuration, a node sends an OXC_DONE message to the source to inform

that it is ready for restoration. When OXC_DONE messages have arrived at

the source from all nodes on the backup path, a �hand-shaking� process takes
place between the source and destination to finalize the restoration procedure.

Since no wavelength is pre-assigned in DY-WA, a source sends messages

towards its destination in an effort to find a wavelength on the backup path,

before configuring the backup path as described in ST-WA. The actual mes-

sage exchange depends on the specific wavelength reservation (WR) method:
backward/forward.
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In backward reservation (BR) as in [6,7], the source node sends out a

PROBE_W message that collects information about free wavelengths on the

backup path as it traverses toward the destination hop by hop. If any of the

intermediate nodes finds there is no continuous wavelength available, it sends
back a PROBE_NACK message to the source node. If a non-empty set of

wavelengths arrives at the destination node, then the destination node selects

one (Single:S) or some (Partial:P) or all (Full:F) wavelength(s) out of the set

and sends a RESERV_W message to the source node with the selected

wavelength(s). Every node on the way back to the source tries to reserve the

selected wavelength(s). If it fails to reserve the wavelength(s) due to the con-

tention from other backup paths, then it sends back a RESERV_NACK

message to the destination node. Once a wavelength is successfully reserved,
the same activation of backup path as in ST-WA will take place.

On the other hand, in forward reservation (FR), the source node sends

RESERV_W message with one or more wavelengths (depending on S, P, F)

available on its outgoing link. If the destination receives a non-empty set of

reserved wavelengths, it selects one and activates the backup path with the

selected wavelength.

Because many backup paths may invoke the distributed WR procedure

when a link fails, it is possible that a reservation attempt ends in failure due to
reservation conflicts. Each path is allowed to re-try WR after a random back-

off time. The maximum number of re-tries allowed is an important factor in

determining restorability and restoration time.

5. Simulation and numerical results

We used the NSFNET topology that has 14 nodes and 21 bi-directional (42

uni-directional) links. For a given number of lightpaths N, source and desti-
nation nodes were randomly chosen. Shortest path routing was used to select

the primary path for each lightpath, and the first-fit WA was used for ST-WA.

The service rates are: message processing rate (P messages/s), cross-connect

configuration rate (X cross-connects/s) and message transmission rate (T

message/s). We used the following values for the service rates are: P ¼ 3000,

X ¼ 1000 and T ¼ 500; 000. We assume that each link is 400 km long. In DY-

WA, the back-off time is randomly chosen between 1 and 5 ms.

5.1. Restoration capacity vs. speed

We first obtain the capacity (the highest indexed wavelength that is used

on a link) for different cases. Fig. 3 shows how capacity scales with N for no

protection, path protection (ST-WA), and link protection (LP). We next
show the average restoration times for path protection (PP) with ST-WA and
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Fig. 3. Capacity vs. number of lightpaths, N.

Fig. 4. Average restoration time vs. number of lightpaths, N.
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DY-WA (using BR-Single and FR-Single), and link protection (LP1

and LP2) as a function of N in Fig. 4. In LP1, we assume that all light-

paths on the failed link will be re-routed along the same backup route and

an OXC re-configuration command for each path is processed one by
one, experiencing possible queuing delays in the OXC controller queue at a

node.

As shown in Fig. 4, the average restoration time for LP1 sharply increases

with N due to the queuing delay. If, however, all of the OXC commands at a

node are batched up and processed at once, the queuing delay can be reduced

significantly (LP2 in Fig. 4), and restoration time does not scale up with N. The

difference in capacity requirement between PP and LP is significant for all N.

When N ¼ 300, for example, link protection requires 188% extra capacity
(relative to working capacity) for restoration, whereas path protection needs

only 40%. One trade-off between capacity requirement and recovery speed that

we can observe from Figs. 3 and 4 is that, for N ¼ 300, LP2 performs faster

recovery by 20 ms with about 70% more capacity than PP. In Fig. 4, we also

note that BR-S has a longer restoration time than FR-S due to the extra

message exchanges in BR.

Fig. 5. Restorability vs. capacity, no restoration time limit, no re-tries allowed for DY-WA

ðN ¼ 200Þ.
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5.2. Restorability vs. restoration (extra) capacity

In Fig. 5, we observe that when N ¼ 200, PP-DY-BR-S outperforms

PP-ST with up to 35% (approximately 15 more wavelengths) of extra capacity.

Another trade-off between restorability and restoration capacity is shown in

Fig. 6. An important observation here is, even with a tight limit (60 ms) on

restoration time, that observation from Fig. 5 still holds.

We also note that link protection with batched process of OXC re-config-

uration (LP2) shows about 10% higher restorability than with non-batched
process (LP1) with restoration time limit.

5.3. Effects of number of re-tries and restoration (extra) capacity

Finally, we present the effect that both number of re-tries and extra capacity

have on restorability and restoration time in Figs. 7 and 8. It is interesting that,

in PP-DY-BR-S, a large number (more than 10) of re-tries does not improve

restorability significantly. We also note that average restoration time, when

N ¼ 200, also remains steady with a large number of re-tries (more than 10)

Fig. 6. Restorability vs. capacity with restoration time limit of 60 ms, re-tries allowed for DY-WA

ðN ¼ 200Þ.
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Fig. 7. The effect of number of re-tries and extra capacity on restorability with PP-DY-BR-S

ðN ¼ 200Þ.

Fig. 8. The effect of number of re-tries and extra capacity on restoration time with PP-DY-BR-S

ðN ¼ 200Þ.
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and large amounts of extra capacity (more than 15 wavelengths). This indicates

that restorability is limited by capacity rather than number of re-tries for

moderately large extra capacities.

6. Conclusions

We have investigated the trade-offs between speed, capacity and restorability
for various mesh restoration methods with the goal of providing guidelines for

choosing the optimal restoration scheme. Link based protection may provide a

faster restoration of affected traffic at the cost of more capacity required for

protection purpose. On the other hand, end-to-end path protection requires

less capacity than link protection. However, since restoration processes are

managed by the two end nodes of a failed lightpath, it takes longer restoration

time than link-based protection. Our results show that, with relatively small

extra capacity, there is a role for dynamic wavelength assignment in restoring
failed lightpaths within a limited restoration time.
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